
PREMIUM QUALITY TEA



GURIA, GEORGIA

HISTORY
From the beginning it was back in 1809, two hundred years ago… Prince Mamia V Gurieli
(1809-1826), last ruler of Guria principality in Western Georgia, took great interest in
transforming and developing the agricultural sector.
Following the advice given by the French botanists Andre Michaux and his son Francois Andre Michaux, who were
the first to bring the tea plant to the United States in 1799, the Prince ordered the first Tea - Camellia Sinensis
samples. These were brought to his botanical garden by the Scotsman Jacob Montague Marr, together with other
exotic plants. Cultivation of this once unknown plant has laid the grounds for the development of what in the
following decades became one of the biggest agricultural industries in Georgia.



“GreenGold – TEA EXPORT COMPANY” was founded in 2016 and has
rehabilitated up to 25 hectares of abandoned tea plants, which are
located on the high mountains in the region of Guria, Georgia. This is
one of the most famous region with it’s high quality tea in the country.
This is the place where high mountain fresh air meets the sea breeze
and creates the best climate.
High quality because Georgian plantations are well-aged and seed-
grown which adds complexity to the taste and flavour. In addition, cold
winters reduce the tea growing season in Georgia to only seven
months, which gives bushes time to rest and gather strength.
Tea plants are chemical free and all of the harvests are done by hand.
Our special European products have completely different aroma and
taste comparing to “well-known” Asian tea.

ABOUT US

FDA CertifiedHACCP Certified



EXPORTED COUNTRIES

UP TO 20 TRUSTED PARTNERS IN EUROPE



CATALOGUE

TAIUGLI KOLKHIDADAISI

KOLKHIDA BAKHMAROPHOENIX GANTIADI

KESANE SIO

QVEVRI ETSERI SHENG GURIA

GREEN GOLD
Black Tea Black TeaRed Tea Oolong Tea Oolong Tea

Green Tea Green Tea Green Tea Mao ChaGABA Red Tea

Green-White Tea

Bilberry Tea



Black Tea

TAIGULI, in English meaning “Bouquet”, is made from freshly harvested finest
tea leaves. Full of tips and plucked by the hands of the local villagers. Made
according to the traditional Georgian Black Tea technology, with some
corrections of the modern one, that gives an unique taste.

An ideal fine tea to drink until mid-afternoon. The light amber color indicates that it is a
black tea. It is a clean tea since it does not present any glaze or deposits. Bright and
alive tea. The aromatic intensity is moderate.
The liquor has a predominant malt aroma. The wood is sharp and you could almost tell
it is unique. The taste of the tea is sweet at first but is slightly bitter and light-bodied
when swallowed.

Aroma and Taste of TAIGULI

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

5 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

ü WOOD
ü GOJI
ü GRAPE MUSCAT
ü SWEET

AROMA

TAIGULI / თაიგული



KOLKHIDA / კოლხიდა

Aroma and Taste of KOLKHIDA

Black Tea

KOLKHIDA TEA is made on Black seaside historical region “Kolkheti Lowland”,
where high mountain fresh air meets the sea breeze. This special place has it’s
unique climate which has an effect on the leaves. Unique KOLKHIDA taste,
which you can find only in Georgia, comes from the Kolkhida tea leaves, which
is massively used in this tea.

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

5 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

A fine tea, clean and bright, apparently dense, that can accompany you throughout the
day. The liqueur displays malty, spicy and cooked lemon aromas. Sweet tea with a
smooth body. The malt flavour remains for a long time. You can also appreciate a
camphor flavour that gives a burning sensation.

AROMA

ü WOOD
ü COCOA
ü RED PLUM
ü SWEET



Red Tea

DAISI / დაისი

Aroma and Taste of DAISI

DAISI, in English meaning “Sunset”, is hand-plucked by local villagers only on
full moon period, when the leaves absorb more water and at the new moon,
when more moisture is pulled to the soil surface. This causes greater
germination and better-established plants. At the sunset, our mountain side tea
plantations colored with the “Sunset color”, which is same of this tea.

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

4 min. 5g / 30cl 95° C

Tea has some notes of cocoa, honey, subtle spicy touches, cooked lemon that gives it
points of acidity and notes of aged wood. It has a light, smooth and delicately silky
texture. The degree of taste balance and the predominant malt taste. It is true that in
the mouth, the balance between low acidity and low amount of tannins make this tea
honeyed, round and easy to drink that highlights the sweet flavour.

AROMA

ü YOUNG WOOD
ü COCOA
ü VEGETABLE
ü SWEET & FLORAL



KOLKHIDA / კოლხიდა

Aroma and Taste of KOLKHIDA (Green)

Green Tea

KOLKHIDA TEA is made on Black seaside historical region “Kolkheti Lowland”,
where high mountain fresh air meets the sea breeze. This special place has it’s
unique climate which has an effect on the leaves. Unique KOLKHIDA taste,
which you can find only in Georgia, comes from the Kolkhida tea leaves, which
is massively used in this tea.

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

2-3 min. 6g / 30cl 85° C

It is a fine, clean and bright tea that displays floral and fresh aroma during infusion. It is
sweet without any additional bitterness. Sweet and refreshing. It gives you the body
refreshment. It is influenced by the light green colour and by the notes of vegetables
that accompany the tea during the tasting. The aromatic intensity is moderate.

AROMA

ü FLORAL
ü FRUITY
ü SWEET
ü FRESH 



GANTIADI / განთიადი
Green Tea

Aroma and Taste of GANTIADI

GANTIADI, in English meaning “Sunrise”, is made from freshly harvested tea
leaves, plucked in the early morning. When the first sunray appears on the
horizon, local villagers are already working hard to deliver the leaves as early as
possible in the factory, which is the key of the special aroma and taste of tea.

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

3-5 min. 6g / 30cl 85° C

It is a fine, clean and bright tea that displays the aroma of cooked chard once infused. It
is sweet with a slight lasting bitterness. It is medium bodied and this makes it possible to
appreciate a delicate astringency. It is betrayed by the dark green colour and by the
notes of vegetables that accompany the tea during the tasting.

AROMA

ü VEGETABLE
ü FLORAL
ü FRUITY
ü FRESH



PHOENIX / ფენიქსი
Roasted Green Tea

Aroma and Taste of PHOENIX

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

3-4 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

PHOENIX tea is a roasted green tea, with a very strong aroma and taste, which
makes it an unique product. It is made from morning-plucked fresh leaves and
is being roasted on a very high temperature, that’s why is named after Phoenix.
Strong fire is the key to deliver specific strong aroma during the tea
manufacturing process.

AROMA

ü HONEY
ü WOOD
ü FRUIT
ü VEGETABLE

Tea has strong aroma and flavours with some notes of cocoa, honey that gives it points
of acidity and notes of aged wood. It has a sharp and delicately texture. The degree of
taste balance and the predominant malt taste. It is true that in the mouth, the balance
between medium acidity and medium amount of tannins make this tea honeyed, round
and easy to drink that highlights the sweet flavour.



SHENG GURIA / გურია
Mao Cha Cake

Aroma and Taste of SHENG GURIA

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

3-5 min. 6g / 30cl 80° C

It is a fine, clean and bright tea you can drink all day long. Soft, medium bodied with
refreshing aspects. The infusion gives aromas of herbs, vegetable and a bit floral. The
liquor is transparent, with a bright green color.

SHENG GURIA in Georgia was first born in Greengold factory. Tea is produced
according to Mao Cha experience with some changes that generates pure
new taste. There are used high quality leaves and is pressed on the steam, that
transforms into Cake shape.

AROMA

ü FLORAL
ü VEGETABLE
ü FRESH HERBAL



KESANE / კესანე
Oolong Tea

Aroma and Taste of KESANE

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

4 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

KESANE, which is name of one of the most mysterious flower, which in Georgia
grows only in Guria region. Our tea plants are surrounded by forrest which is
full of this flower. According to the legend this flower is called "Forget-me-not".
Our Oolong tea is made with such mystery recipe and after you taste, you will
not forget it.

It is a golden tea that displays the aroma of woody, honeyed, fruity, roasted with a hint
of vegetal notes. The taste is refined and full-bodied, sweetish. The taste is juicy and
smooth, buttery, sweetish, with fruity sourness, spicy nuances and refreshing finish. The
liquor is transparent, with a shade of a meadow honey.

AROMA

ü HONEY
ü WOOD
ü FRUIT
ü VEGETABLE



SIO / სიო
Oolong Tea

Aroma and Taste of SIO

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

3-4 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

SIO is Oolong tea which has more slight and smooth aroma. The technology
was inspired by Greengold founder and tea master Nika Sioridze. Tea is made
with finest fresh leaves, which are hand-plucked by local villagers. Tea master is
using modificated Oolong tea technology to prepare unique tea, with Georgian
characteristics.

It is a golden tea that displays the aroma of woody, honeyed, fruity, roasted with a hint
of vegetal notes. The taste is refined and full-bodied, sweetish. Sweet and refreshing. It
gives you the body sensation of an instant heat. The liquor is transparent, with an effect
of a spring honey.

AROMA

ü HONEY
ü WOOD
ü FRUIT
ü VEGETABLE



BAKHMARO / ბახმარო
Bilberry Tea

Aroma and Taste of BAKHMARO

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

5 min. 4g / 30cl 95° C

BAKHMARO, is a mountain on the sea level of 2050m in Guria, where the sea
merges with the mountains, the fresh air of the hills, so this resort has a great
curing conditions. BAKHMARO is made from wild Bilberry leaves which are
hand-plucked in the forests and is a dark brown organic tea.

Bilberry tea has a unique, pleasantly sour aroma. This tea is characterized by its toning
effect and is good for your health. Bilberry tea contains active substances which improve
blood circulation. Regular consumption of Bilberry tea may improve vision and assist
concentration. It may reduce blood sugar level and cholesterol, which in turn helps
diabetics and reduces the risk of heart diseases.

AROMA

ü BERRY SOUR
ü MILD FRUITY
ü CORNY FLAVOR
ü SWEET



GREEN GOLD / მწვანე ოქრო
White-Green Tea

Aroma and Taste of GREEN GOLD

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

3-5 min. 6g / 30cl 80° C

The liquor has a soft, smooth and medium-thick texture. The moistened leaves have a
distinct grapefruit juice odour. The infusion gives frank aromas of herbs, fruits and
flowers. Its finish is slightly dry and ticklish. Sweet and refreshing. It gives you the body
sensation of an instant heat.

მწვანე ოქრო /mts’vane okro/, in English meaning “Green Gold”, this is how
Georgian ancestors were calling tea. Green Gold product has specific altitude
in manufacturing process: tea leaves are plucked in specific area of our
plantation and specific time (weather, degree level, moisture level, period of
the day), which generates special aroma and taste of this tea.

AROMA

ü FLORAL
ü MARTZIPAN
ü FRESH HERBAL



QVEVRI ETSERI / ქვევრი ეწერი
GABA Red Tea

QVEVRI ETSERI is our unique product, which is named after famous Georgian
traditional wine jar called “Qvevri” and our tea plantation village name “Etseri”.
Tea is being prepared using GABA technology and is fermented in Qvevri
using anaerobic fermentation for several days, which gives the tea special
aroma and taste.

An ideal fine tea to drink in the evening. The light amber color indicates that it is a black
tea. It is a clean tea since it does not present any glaze or deposits. In the taste you can
feel the difference of GABA technology, which finally relaxes the body.
The wood is soft and you could almost tell it is unique. The taste of the tea is sweet at
first but is slightly becomes sour and light-bodied when swallowed.

Aroma and Taste of QVEVRI ETSERI

INFUSION TIME QUANTITY TEMPERATURE OF INFUSION

4 min. 6g / 30cl 95° C

ü WOOD
ü GOJI
ü GRAPE
ü SWEET

AROMA



Packaging

BULK
ALUMINIUM FOIL 

PACKAGIING

Our stock is established to keep tea away
from heat, light and humidity. In addition
we package tea in 3-5 kg aluminum foil
bags to keep the perfect aromas, taste and
increase the shelf life to it’s maximum!

RETAIL
PACKAGING

RETAIL
PYRAMID PACKAGING

Greengold has retail packages 30g , 50g, 100g. Pyramid bags of
2,5-3g packaging. Also Greengold gives possibility to package
tea with custom brand, according to customer’s needs.

RETAIL PACKAGING
WITH YOUR BRAND



+ 995 591 51 32 06

sales@greengold.com.ge

www.greengold.com.ge


